2012 chrysler 300c

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Made two appts to test
drive car, but was being used as a loaner when arrived So sales mgr Adam drove it to our house
next day for test drive He even climbed into the 3rd row to tell me if an adult could fit back there.
Genuinely good experience. Very nice and helpful. Very professional. Had the truck ready for
me to test drive when I arrived. My salesman Andy was very helpful. The AC was running warm
so he went to the store and got some freon so we could make sure it was working properly.
About an hour and a half and I was driving off in my new to me truck. Gilley was wonderful to
work with! Car is just as described and due to inclement weather, he met me at am so I could
get back on the road!! Worth driving the distance to pick up my vehicle, beautiful vehicle just as
described, very happy!! Thank you Gilley!! At first they responded, then when I asked about any
engine leaks or rust on the truck, nothing. Terrible terrible terrible. Not good. Mileage was said
to be Turned out it was Not honest, I will never go back. Had a great experience with Shopi-car
hustle free deal I was contact every step of the way so I knew what was going on great service
and friendly staff. Great customer service, Excellent sales skills, Easy explanation about the
price and warranties. As this is the third vehicle I purchased from Galeana, I can say that the
experience, as usual, was awesome. I am a satisfied and happy customer and highly
recommend this dealership. We left happy with a minivan that we badly needed cause we just
adopted 3 boys and needed more room. The salesman, although eager to sell the more
expensive cars, was kind and attentive. They gave us a decent amount for our trade in as well. I
called ahead of time to notify I was coming, car was super clean. Test drove the vehicle and it
was Superb! Really awesome price, great salesmen and great price. Dealer notified in advance
for the purchase upon arrival car would not start due to dead battery. Dealer replaced the
battery. I purschased the bmw,vehicle was as described and the people were very nice and
friendly. The old guy was great took extra pictures for me and call me when someone purchased
the avalanche. Great Customer service. Awesome experience. Sale was smooth, and salesman,
Ricky, went the extra mile literally and figuratively. Thank you! Followed up with me up to my
purchase, and even though I didn't buy there, he was the same professional, which let me know
that I was dealing with a genuine and honest good man! A great experience considering my past
40 years of purchasing vehicles. Our salesman is a great communicator on the phone and in
person. Genuine and casual while explaining the details. Bridge Auto Group contacted me right
away and was extremely helpful. The only reason we have not done a deal so far is a family
emergency has intervened. I plan on going to them again once my situation clears up!!!!! Very
experienced people right here. I deal with Tim, he was so nice and very helpful. Great
communication and he will discuss and work things out real good for you. I recommend and
they deserve more than 5 star. My go to place. Good job. A posh and polished look, powerful
Hemi V8 engines, high-end cabins, superlative safety scores and one of the smoothest cruises
on the market keep the Chrysler Series a top contender in the full-size sedan game. A pair of
outmoded transmissions, pricy options, limited rearward visibility, tight rear seating and a
less-than-peppy V6 engine remain sobering reminders that Chrysler still has work to do on its
flagship sedan. An instant sensation when it first hit the streets for the model year, the Chrysler
Series continues to impress with its looks alone. For those who covet upper-class luxury at a
working-class price, the Chrysler ought to fit right in. Furthermore, the , in all its various
editions, has become a darling of reviewers and consumers alike, especially after its
comprehensive redesign in Among the more notable improvements for , Chrysler now offers its
flagship sedan lineup in 7 trims: the Base , the lower-midlevel Limited, the brand-new and
uniquely styled S V6 and S V8, and the C, along with its luxury-oriented and also brand new C
Luxury Series counterpart. Along with these new trim editions, the Detroit automaker also adds
a standard 8-speed shiftable automatic transmission to V6-equipped trims for , not to mention a
downsized touchscreen trip computer and vehicle info display that now comes standard in the
Base and Limited trims. One of the things the Detroit-based automaker does well, and one
reason for its resurgence over the past 4 years, is providing the right car with the right features
to the right owner for the right price. This specializationâ€”or perhaps customization is a better
descriptionâ€”can be a little overwhelming at first, but it works. In a constant upward curve of
power, efficiency and performance, the once much-maligned V6 engines of yesteryear are now
solidly entrenched among the domestic elites. A case in point is the variable-valve-timed VVT
Pentastar 3. This okay six-banger is E85 Flex-Fuel capable FFV and, mated with a new-for
8-speed shiftable automatic transmission, puts out hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm.
This 5. Finally, the SRT8, back for a return engagement, once again brings with it the
jaw-dropping 6. Mated with the 5-speed shiftable automatic transmission, this big V8 throws out
hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Reviewers find the V6 efficient, if not exactly
awe-inspiring, though the 8-speed automatic is, according to some, masterful at disguising any
weaknesses this six-banger may have in serious scoot. Tests of the V6, meanwhile, showed a

time of 7. The 5. A MOPAR 12 with this normal-sized V8, an amped-up rear axle ratio and the
ubiquitous 5-speed automatic was clocked at just over 5 seconds from , though less exotic 5.
Finally, a SRT8 made the journey in a quick 4. Ride comfort aboard all trims is described as
pleasant to downright plush, depending on tire size and suspension tuning. Based on the
original Mercedes-Benz E-Class chassis, these posh people-haulers are delivered with a
4-wheel independent suspension, with a short and long arm front end and multi-link rear, all
complemented by front and rear stabilizer bars. The trims, meantime, roll on to inch alloy
wheels, depending on the trim and drivetrain configuration. Those lower-level s carrying the
standard touring suspension offer, according to most reviews, an almost bump-free ride, while
those trims, such as the C and C Luxury with sport touring systems, the MOPAR-sprung
MOPAR 12, and the muscle-bound SRT8 with its driver-selectable 2-mode sport suspension and
sport-tuned steering, also boast surprisingly compliant ride comfort. Handling, of course, is a
reflection of the various suspension particulars available to the lineup. The SRT8, of course,
with its inch tires and heady suspension, shows some nifty moves on all but the most
convoluted of roads, according to virtually all reviewers, as does the marginally less
well-sprung MOPAR The S V6 and V8 versions are differentiated, RWD from AWD, by a number
of suspension tweaks, while the C and C Luxury boast an elaborated sport touring suspension
that heightens driving excitement without significantly compromising ride comfort. According
to most reviews, braking systems aboard the lineup range from excellent to superlative, and
this important fact is confirmed in various road tests. Standard brakes bring the
touring-equipped Base to a stop from 60 mph in feet, with the standard quad-piston Brembo
brakes on the SRT8 accomplishing the same thing in an eye-opening feet. Keeping in mind that
the lineup is touted as an upscale family sedan, standard appearance, comfort and convenience
amenities are suitably arranged. The Base , for instance, sports inch painted alloy wheels and
heated power-adjustable mirrors outside, with power-adjustable front bucket seats, cloth
upholstery and floor mats in front and rear, as well as simulated wood, leather and simulated
alloy cabin trim and steering-wheel bling all among the included interior perks. Remote power
door locks also come standard, as do cruise control and telescoping tilt-wheel steering, all of it
complemented by dual-zone automatic climate control. Techno-goodies, meantime, include an
auto-dimming rear-view mirror, basic Uconnect audio interface through the new
dashboard-mounted touchscreen and an MP3-capable single-CD player with 6 speakers,
satellite radio, a memory card slot and a USB connection. Next up, the Limited trim adds inch
RWD and inch AWD alloy wheels, heated height-adjustable front seats, power-adjustable
telescoping tilt-wheel steering, remote engine start, premium leather upholstery and a rear-view
camera. The S V6 throws in inch polished alloy wheels RWD and inch alloys AWD , some unique
styling touches, premium cloth upholstery and simulated carbon fiber interior accents, but
deletes the power-adjustable telescoping and tilting steering wheel and power-adjustable front
passenger seat in favor of manual adjustment of both. This lower midlevel trim also boasts
steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters and a watt, speaker Beats audio system courtesy of Dr.
The touring-minded C, meanwhile, adds inch polished alloy wheels to RWD variations and inch
alloys to AWD editions, as well as reverse-tilting rear-view mirrors. The premium leather
upholstery returns in this upscale variation, as does the power-adjustable front passenger seat.
A power rear sunshade, meanwhile, as well as power-adjustable pedals, heated steering wheel,
memory for driver's settings, the new-for heated and cooled rear console cup holders and a
universal remote garage door opener do wonders for occupant comfort and convenience. This
higher-midlevel trim additionally sports hard-drive-based Garmin navigation with real-time
traffic, though audio reverts back to that watt system found in the Limited trim. The S V8,
meantime, sports most of the accoutrements found in the C while retaining the unique styling
elements and Dr. Dre-inspired audio components found in its V6-equipped sibling. Options in
lower trims of this opulent sedan encompass most of the equipment found in the pricier
editions. Available extras like a power sunroof, upgraded wheel and exterior chrome, heated
steering wheel and heated second-row seating, as well as a watt, speaker Harman Kardon audio
system and the new heated and cooled front console cup holders are available to the Limited
trim and higher, either in package form or as standalone options. By and large, reviewers find
the well-wrought Series to be comfortable and roomy, at least in the front bucket seats, while
the rear seat can get cramped for more than two adults, especially with the rear floor hump
interrupting the feng shui of those unfortunate enough to be stuck in the center position. Alas,
reviewers also find rear visibility to remain a bit challenging due to the thick rear quarter panels
and down-sized rear window. Finally, reviewers pen special praises for the high-end cabin
materials and workmanship up and down the lineup, as well as the available heated and cooled
console-mounted cup holders. Notable standard safety and security features found in every trim
include 4-wheel antilock brakes ABS with electronic brakeforce distribution, emergency braking

preparation and assist, and brake drying. Of course, traction and stability control, front and rear
airbags, dual front side-mounted airbags and front head restraint whiplash protection come
standard, with all this complemented by daytime running lights, dusk-sensing headlights and a
post-collision safety system. A highly touted SafetyTec package is optional for the Limited and
higher trims standard in the MOPAR 12 , and includes radar-interfaced adaptive cruise control,
blind-spot alerts, rear cross-path warning, high-intensity-discharge HID headlights, Parksense
Parking Assist, a universal garage door opener and turn-signal-integrated mirrors. Hefty doses
of standard safety features, not to mention its highest score of Good in all test regimens will do
that. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, meanwhile, gives this snazzy sedan its
highest score of 5 stars for overall safety, front crash tests and side impact tests, while its
second highest award of 4 stars is given for rollover protection. There are notably few
complaints about the new lineup from either customers or reviewers. However, some small
rumblings of owner discontent involve the outmoded 5-speed automatic transmission offered
with the two V8 powerplants, as well as some glitches common to the 8-speed automatic that
comes standard with the V6 engine. Cabin storage is also an issue with a few owners, while
others are still not convinced that Chrysler has solved its reliability and build-quality issues.
None of these perceived problems, however, has slowed the constant stream of owner praise
for this Detroit-engineered 4-door. More than a few also cite over-the-top safety scores, decent
V6 mileage numbers, user-friendly techno-goodies and a pair of top-shelf audio systems, not to
mention its genuine Detroit origin, as dealmakers in their decision to bring a Chrysler home to
roost. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chrysler listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus
User. Private Seller: Cora. Orangeburg, SC Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Chrysler
Dealer. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? So casual was its departure, it actually
lingered about the office long enough to collect a thousand or so additional miles and some
final comments. Despite lots of love for their heating and cooling functions, the seats received
nearly unanimous criticism for their hard, flat seatbacks. Aside from the seats, which were
beginning to show traces of surface wear, the interior held up reasonably well. A freak hailstorm
pummeled the C and several additional cars with golf-ball-sized projectiles, resulting in more
than a half-dozen dents of varying severity. Just a few days later, we returned to the dealer to
have some ABS wiring repaired for free under recall and to have a mild brake vibration checked
out. Diagnosed as a pair of warped rotors, the dealer ordered replacements. Around the 30,mile
mark, we began noticing a few creaks and groans in the body and some hard shifting and
clunking on aggressive downshifts or when backing out of the throttle quickly. The
transmission never declined to the point of missing shifts or slipping, and nothing odd turned
up during service appointments. The next miles went by without a hitch, and we rolled back to
the dealership for the 32, service in September Less than a month later, we discovered water in
the trunk, which the dealer diagnosed as an embarrassing case of a leaky CHMSL and replaced
it free of charge. Close to the 40,mile finish line, one tester noticed a slight amount of
roughness in the Hemi engine at idle and mentioned a perceived increase in ride harshness.
But, most disconcertingly, he noted the presence of bump steer over frost heaves and nonlinear
steering feel in long, high-speed sweepers, which he attributed to the likely wear or
misalignment of suspension components. But these complaints, while the car was shod with
winter tires, were isolated, and the car checked out okay when inspected by the dealer. This is a
pound sedan that pulls 0. We did, but at no time did we experience problems with the radio,
navigation, or Bluetooth systems. Shortly thereafter, an electrical foible of a different type
appeared. The electric trunk release randomly and repeatedly unlatched after startup but never
opened while under way, and it seemed to cure itself after a week or two. Several speculated
that a dying battery or faulty contacts in the remote fob were to blame. Zero-to acceleration
dropped by 0. But the most impressive number posted by the C was fuel economy. By this
measure, the C is a deal. As we spent January and February preparing for a winter that never
quite did arrive, our C continued to consume miles at a steady pace. Shortly before our C took
its sabbatical in the Sunshine State, some electrical gremlins surfaced. At 11, miles, drivers
started reporting intermittent and brief episodes where the traction-control, ABS, and brake

warning lights would illuminate, seemingly without reason. A couple thousand miles later, the
idiot lights came on and stayed on, accompanied by a flickering of the entire gauge cluster.
After repairing a short circuit and performing a reset of the cluster module, the problem
disappeared. All work was handled under warranty. Another staffer commented on the absolute
necessity of the backup camera. The camera is a must if you ever plan on parallel parking or
have an interest in looking directly behind you. Most staffers remain quite impressed that a car
of this size can feel this nimble. Rarely, if ever, does the C spend an evening alone. Both will be
installed during a future visit. Fewer than miles later, our friend the check-engine light returned,
accompanied by a noticeably rough idle. Technicians replaced the engine computer and the
oil-control-valve solenoid, which corrected the situation. Look for paddle shifters to be available
when the eight-speed auto arrives for the V-8 on models. Our Chrysler C carries on the tradition
of the large, rear-wheel-drive, American sedan but adds ride and handling characteristics vastly
improved over the Jell-Oâ€”shot and bungee-cord-sprung domestic land barges of yore. Well,
the transmission comes from Germany. Even with all the performance-focused hub and
bubbery around here, the simple fact remains: Sometimes you just need a comfortable place to
sit while en route to your destination. For that reason alone, the C has become the go-to vehicle
for workday lunch sorties and weekend family excursions. A transmission with a wider gear
spread and some additional cogs likely would improve the fuel-use numbersâ€”the eight-speed
auto, which is already available in V-6 s, should reach the Hemi cars soon. For now, the
five-speed automatic does a reasonably competent job of selecting gears, but some of us wish
it would carry out its duties in a more refined manner. Of course, with this much torque on
hand, shifting is less of a necessity, and the engine pulls hard once the transmission finds a
gear it likes. Our C has won many fans for its highway-cruising abilities, but all roads eventually
arrive at some twisty bits. Heated and ventilated, leather-trimmed power front seats plus heated
rears ; satellite radio; navigation; a heated wood-and-leather, power-adjustable steering wheel;
power-adjustable pedals; and remote keyless entry and start are but a few of the amenities.
Unfortunately, the exterior suffers from some disappointing fit-and-finish issues. Displacement:
cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Based on hand me down Mercedes technology
underpinning, a modern uptake on classic ss Americana it proved an unexpected hit on both
sides of the Atlantic. Trouble is, its parents fell out big time and by divorces papers were being
filed. A new suitor in the unlikely shape of Cerberus Capital Management acquired an percent
stake, but singularly failed to save Chrysler from inevitable oblivion. That is until the
sweater-wearing Sergio Marchionne, boss of Italy's Fiat, came along in and, effectively, bought
the company and merged it with his own No one really expected the deal to succeed. But,
against the odds, it is doing just that and the latest C signals where the marque can go. Key to
the car's improvement is a much needed structure that is longer, wider and lower than the
outgoing model but, most importantly, uses high strength steels in 67 percent of the underbody
and 53 percent of the upper structure. So, it should come as no surprise that, with this ultra stiff
platform to build on, the joint Italian-U. It might not have German levels of incisive turn-in, but
the body control is of an extremely high order, even over long undulating roads, and the ride
comfort verges on a revelation, especially on in. The cabin quality is a big step forward though
the auto gate looked more Walmart than Saks and was a let down, even if its actions were as
smooth as a politician asking for your vote. Here, we get only a 3. It's smooth, quiet and with
plenty of torque will hit 62 mp
1979 ford f100 interior
2001 chevy silverado tail lights
shema tv
h in a shade over seven seconds, but it's the mid-range punch that most impresses along with
the sense of calm and comfort in the cabin. Chrysler sees itself as part of the revitalization of
Americana after the Gulf wars and the economic recession along with brands like Timberlands,
Levis and Old Spice I didn't get that one either. So they're hoping that those self-made people
who are comfortable enough with their own standards and appearance and strong enough in
their own convictions not to go with the flow will, instead, make it to the Chrysler showroom
And on this evidence, I wouldn't blame them. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s
to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email

addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives.

